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The notice of a bronze group of the two ty-
rant-slayers, Harmoclius and Aristogeiton, 
made by Praxiteles, is handed down by Pliny 
the Elder 34. 69-70, in the context of the late/ 
classical master's catalogue of bronze statues': 

Praxiteles (...) fecit (...) ex aere pulcherrima opera: (...) 
Harmodium et Aristogitonem tyrannicidas, quos a Xerxe 
Persa rum rege cap tos victa Persicle Atheniensibus remisit 
Magnus Alexander. 

"Praxiteles ( ... ) made very beautiful works in bronze: 
(...) Harmodius and Aristogeiton the tyrant-killers, 
whom, when they had been captured by Xerxes king of 
Persia, Alexander after his conquest of Persia sent back 
to the Athenians" 2 

Most scholars of the last two centuries have 
thought that Pliny wrongly attributes to Praxi-
teles the group made by Anterior, probably in 
the last decade of the sixth century BC, and 
mentioned by Pliny 34. 17. This is because the 
group made by this late-archaic sculptor, which 
was set up in the orchestra of the agora of 
Athens, had in fact been carried off by Xerxes 
in 480 BC and restored to the Athenians prob-
ably by Alexander the Great or, less likely, by 
either Antiochus I or Seleucus F. 

However, it is equally possible that Pliny is 
not saying directly that a group made by Praxi-
teles had been removed by Xerxes, but that the 
tyrant-slayers represented by Praxiteles are the 
same as those represented earlier by the fa-
mous group carried off by Xerxes, i. e. the kill-
ers of Hipparchus. 

Pliny the Elder systematically uses very short 
phrases, compounded by such an economy of

words, that his meaning often becomes ob- 
scure4. 
Moreover, a confirmation that the interpreta -
tion suggested here is the correct one may be 
found in Pliny 34. 86. Our writer, when re-
cording the bronze statues of the late fourth 
century BC sculptor Antignotus, which I con-
sider below, states: 

Antignotus (scil.: fecit) (...) tyrannicidasque supra die-
t0s5. 

"Antignotus (scil.: made) the Men that slew the Tirant 
above-mentioned" 6 

Pliny, with the expression tyranniciclas supra 
dzctos does not mean, of course, that the group 
by Antignotus was the same as that mentioned 
in 34. 17, i. e. the one by Antenor, or the same 
as that mentioned in 34. 70, i e. the one attrib-
uted to Praxiteles, but that the two tyrant-slay-
ers represented with this last group were the 
same ones represented with the two groups 
mentioned above, i. e. the killers of Hip-
parchus. 

Several additional considerations favour my 
interpretation of 34. 70: 

1) Pliny at 34. 50 correctly dates the peak of 
Praxiteles' activity to 364-1 BC. 
He also reveals in several passages, including at 
34. 68, i.e. only few lines above our passage 
(34. 70), to be perfectly aware of the genealogi-
cal, chronological and historical position of the 
reign of Xerxes, as well as of his most famous 
deed, i. e. the invasion of Greece 7 . He thus 
knew that Xerxes' invasion of Greece hap-


